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ABSTRACT 27 

The Glutamate Decarboxylase (GAD) system is important for survival of L. monocytogenes 28 

and other microorganisms under acidic conditions. Environmental conditions influence the 29 

function of the GAD system. Until now, the only conditions known to lead to increased 30 

transcription of the GAD system are the stationary phase in rich media and anoxic 31 

conditions. Previously, we showed that transcription of the GAD system requires unidentified 32 

compounds other than glutamate present in rich media. Following a test looking at various 33 

compounds we identified for first time that peptone, tryptone and casamino acids activate the 34 

GAD system under oxic conditions suggesting that amino acid(s) other than glutamate 35 

and/or peptides are important for the above process. The defined medium, where the GAD 36 

system is inactive, once it is supplemented with the above compounds results in an active 37 

intracellular and extracellular GAD system and increased acid resistance. Through functional 38 

genomics we show that these compounds are required for GadD2 activity and although we 39 

previously showed that GadD3 is active part of the intracellular GAD system, the 40 

supplementation did not activate this gene. The above is explained by the fact that only gadD2 41 

transcription was upregulated by these compounds while the transcription of gadD1 and gadD3 42 

remained unaffected. Together our results show that the L. monocytogenes GadD2 43 

decarboxylase is activated in the presence of amino acids or peptides other than glutamate, 44 

a finding that has important implications for acid tolerance and food safety.     45 
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 52 

INTRODUCTION 53 

 54 

The Glutamate Decarboxylase System (GAD) system is present in a wide variety of living 55 

organisms from all kingdoms of life, playing different roles ranging from brain functions in 56 

mammals, to response under stress conditions such as temperature shock and hypoxia in plants 57 

(Shelp et al., 1999) and to acid resistance in microorganisms. The main role of the GAD system 58 

in microorganisms is protection from acidic conditions (Capitani et al., 2003; Cotter et al., 59 

2001a; Su et al., 2011) and in some of them such as L. monocytogenes (Cotter et al., 2001a) 60 

and Escherichia coli (Capitani et al., 2003; Foster 2004) it is the most important acid resistance 61 

mechanism. The GAD system is present in many other bacteria such as Shigella flexneri 62 

(Waterman and Small, 2003), Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Cole et al., 1998; Cotter et al., 63 

2001a), Lactobacillus reuteri, Lactococcus lactis, Lactobacillus plantarum (Su et al., 2011) 64 

and Brucella spp. (Damiano et al. 2014). L. monocytogenes normally possesses three 65 

decarboxylases GadD1, GadD2 and GadD3 and two antiporters GadT1 and GadT2 (Cotter et 66 

al., 2005; Karatzas et al., 2012). The five corresponding genes are arranged in three separate 67 

operons namely gadD1T1, gadT2D2 and gadD3 (Cotter et al., 2005). The gadD1T1 operon has 68 

been shown to enhance growth under mild acidic conditions (Cotter et al., 2005), while 69 

gadD2T2 plays important role in survival under severe acidic conditions (Cotter et al., 2001a; 70 

Cotter et al., 2005). Furthermore, we have shown that the GAD system comprises two distinct 71 

parts i) the extracellular glutamate decarboxylase system (GADe) and ii) the intracellular 72 

glutamate decarboxylase (GADi) system (Karatzas et al., 2012). The GADe is the part of the 73 

GAD system that imports glutamate from the extracellular environment through the antiporters 74 

and the decarboxylases convert it to γ-amino butyric acid (GABA) and CO2. Τhis reaction 75 

consumes a proton resulting in an increase of intracellular pH. Subsequently, the GABA is 76 



exported via the antiporters GadT in exchange for a further glutamate molecule. The GADi has 77 

previously been described converting intracellular pools of glutamate to intracellular GABA 78 

(GABAi; (Karatzas et al., 2010; Karatzas et al., 2012). Subsequently, GABAi can directed 79 

through the GABA shunt and converted to succinate semi aldehyde and succinate (Feehily et 80 

al., 2013). Most strains of L. monocytogenes such as 10403S and LO28 utilize both GADi and 81 

GADe (Karatzas et al., 2010) whereas EGD-e which is the most studied L. monocytogenes 82 

strain, utilizes only the GADi system resulting in a highly acid sensitive phenotype (Feehily et 83 

al., 2013).  84 

It is well known that the GAD system is expressed in rich and complex media like Brain Heart 85 

Infusion (BHI; Hersh et al., 1996; Penfound et al., 1999). However, we have shown that the L. 86 

monocytogenes GAD system is not being upregulated under acidic conditions, as somebody 87 

would expect and its expression depends on unknown signalling compounds present in rich 88 

growth media. To date, little is known about the regulation and expression of the GAD system 89 

in L. monocytogenes. GadD2, the most potent part of the GAD system is known to be 90 

upregulated under anoxic conditions (Feehily et al., 2013; Jydegaard-Axelsen et al., 91 

2004), during stationary phase (Cotter et al., 2001b) and in gastric fluid (Cotter et al., 2001a) 92 

while we are not aware of any other conditions leading to its upregulation. L. monocytogenes 93 

requires specific media for growth and for the GAD system to be expressed (Cotter et al., 94 

2001b; Penfound et al., 1999). The inability of the GAD system to be expressed in a defined 95 

medium (DM) supplemented with glutamate (Glt; DMG) has been previously shown by 96 

Karatzas et al., (2010). In the same study, it was shown that the transcription of the GAD genes 97 

was minimal in a defined medium supplemented with glutamate (DMG; Karatzas et al., 2010). 98 

Therefore, this medium could be used to study environmental conditions and compounds that 99 

trigger the expression of the GAD system, in order to gain insights into how this important acid 100 

resistance mechanism is regulated in L. monocytogenes.  101 



The main aim of this study was to identify compounds that are essential for the expression and 102 

function of the GAD system through the use of DMG medium as a basis. During these 103 

experiments a number of compounds and mixtures of components were tested and tryptone, 104 

peptone and casamino acids were identified as activators of the GAD system. Furthermore, we 105 

identified the impact of these mixtures of compounds on survival under acidic conditions, on 106 

the GADe and GADe system activity, the role of each one of the GAD genes and on 107 

transcription of the GAD genes.  108 

Knowledge of the environmental conditions that activate or inhibit the GAD system can help 109 

to understand the acid resistance of this pathogen since the GAD system is the most important 110 

mechanism of acid resistance. This knowledge could help us predict the survival of L. 111 

monocytogenes in various acidic foods or environments or even help us manipulate its acid 112 

resistance through interventions that could affect the availability of these activators. These 113 

findings could have a major economic impact on the food industry and lead to new methods 114 

reducing the incidence of listeriosis whose prevalence in the EU and UK has increase 115 

significantly the last years (EFSA and ECDC, 2018). Furthermore, since L. 116 

monocytogenes is a model microorganism for the study of the GAD system in Gram-positive 117 

bacteria, that is distinctly different from that of Gram-negative bacteria such as E. coli, it could 118 

contribute to the wider understanding of acid resistance in Gram-positive organisms.  119 

 120 

 121 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 122 

 123 

Bacterial strains and growth conditions  124 

Mutants in the three GAD decarboxylases of 10403S and their isogenic WT were used in this 125 

study (Table 1). All strains were stored at –80oC in cryovial tubes with 7% DMSO. Stock 126 



cultures from –80oC were grown in BHI Agar (LAB M, Lancashire, UK) and plates incubated 127 

at 37oC overnight. Three colonies from each plate were transferred into 3 ml of sterile BHI 128 

(LAB M, Lancashire, UK) and incubated overnight at 37oC with shaking at 140 rpm. DMG 129 

(Amezaga et al., 1995) was prepared by supplementation of 6.8% of either tryptone (Thermo 130 

Scientific Oxoid, LP0042, Basingstoke, UK), peptone (Thermo Scientific Oxoid, CM009, 131 

Basingstoke, UK) and casamino acids (Difco, Michigan, USA). Similarly, for other 132 

experiments DMG was prepared with 3.6% peptone or 10% casamino acids. Subsequently, the 133 

overnight cultures were used to inoculate 20 ml of sterile DMG medium (1% inoculum) either 134 

with or without supplementation in 250 ml conical flasks and incubated at 37oC with shaking 135 

at 140 rpm overnight (~24 h). Subsequently, these overnight cultures were used in all other 136 

experiments. As described below in GABase Assay, GABAe was measured in DMG under 137 

oxic and anoxic conditions in presence of 0.5 mg/ml of sodium chloride, 0.5 138 

mg/ml maleic acid, 0.5 mg/ml succinic acid, 0.5 mg/ml acetic acid, 0.5 mg/ml lactic acid, 0.1% 139 

sodium deoxycholate, 5% oxgall, 5% bile salts, 2%, 10% casamino acids, 3.6% peptone and 140 

6.8% tryptone was also used to measure GABAe. 141 

 142 

Survival under acidic conditions 143 

Acid survival experiments were performed in DMG. Strains were grown as described above in 144 

the presence or absence of 6.8 % tryptone, or peptone, or casamino acids. The 10403S WT 145 

strain and its isogenic gad mutants ΔgadD1, ΔgadD2 and ΔgadD3 were grown in the presence 146 

or absence of 6.8%, 3.6%, 10% tryptone, peptone and casamino acids respectively. Different 147 

concentrations were used depending on the gad mutants and to achieve measurable rate of 148 

death at similar pH. To achieve death of cells at measurable rate, the pH of the overnight 149 

cultures was adjusted to 2.4 and 2.5 depending on the experiments performed and challenged 150 

with HCl (1M). Samples were obtained prior to the pH adjustment and thereafter every 20 min 151 



up to 60 min decimal serial dilutions were prepared from those samples and plated onto BHI 152 

agar. Subsequently, plates were incubated at 37oC overnight, and subsequently, colonies were 153 

counted to assess survival under lethal acidic conditions. All experiments were performed in 154 

triplicate. 155 

 156 

GABase assay  157 

A commercial preparation known as GABase was used to determine the intracellular (GABAi) 158 

and extracellular (GABAe) concentrations of GABA. GABAi was quantified as described by 159 

O’Byrne et al., (2011), while GABAe was quantified according to the method of Tsukatani et 160 

al., (2011) as modified by Karatzas et al. (2010). The pH of the cultures was adjusted to 4.2 to 161 

quantify the levels of GABAi and GABAe. This pH was chosen as it does not cause any cell 162 

death, which is essential when activity of a cellular system is measured, while it is low enough 163 

to ensure GAD system activation (Karatzas et al., 2012).  164 

The GABase reaction was monitored by measurement of the absorbance at 340 nm every 2 min 165 

for 3 h at 37oC using a Sunrise spectrophotometer (Tecan, Mannedorf, Switzerland) operated 166 

by Magellan software (Tecan, Mannedorf, Switzerland). All reagents used for the GABase 167 

assay were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). 168 

 169 

Real-time PCR determination of gad gene expression 170 

Transcription of the gad genes (gadD1, gadD2 and gadD3) was assessed as described 171 

previously by Karatzas et al., (2010) by real time reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR). 172 

Transcription of the antiporter-encoding genes (gadT1 and gadT2) was not assessed because 173 

their transcription is similar to the corresponding glutamate decarboxylases (gadD1 and gadD2 174 

respectively) that belong to the same operon, as shown previously (Karatzas et al., 2012). 175 

Efficiencies of the primer pairs gadD1F-gadD1R, gadD2F-gadD2R, gadD3F-gadD3R and 176 



16SF-16SR were 2.12, 2.09, 2.03 and 2.27 respectively (Karatzas et al., 2010). Overnight 177 

cultures of 10403S WT were grown for ~24 h in DMG in the presence or absence of 6.8% 178 

tryptone or peptone or casamino acids. Samples were taken at 28 h and relative expression of 179 

the data was calculated as a ratio between expression of each of the target genes and that of 180 

16S rRNA which was used as the reference gene for each cDNA sample. The advanced relative 181 

quantification settings of the Light Cycler 480 SW 1.5.1 software programme were used, with 182 

PCR efficiency as described previously (Karatzas et al., 2010). Relative expression of each 183 

gene was calculated by dividing the values obtained for this gene with those for the 16S rRNA 184 

gene. Subsequently the relative expression values in the presence of either peptone, tryptone 185 

or casamino acids in DMG were compared to the controls without those compounds and fold 186 

changes were calculated. 187 

 188 

RESULTS 189 

 190 

gad genes in 10403S play no role in survival under acidic conditions in DMG 191 

We previously showed that glutamate supplementation of DM had no effect on survival of 192 

We previously showed that glutamate supplementation of DM had no effect on survival of 193 

We previously showed that glutamate supplementation of DM had no effect on survival of 194 

We previously showed that glutamate supplementation of DM had no effect on survival of 195 

We previously showed that glutamate supplementation of DM had no effect on survival of 196 

We previously showed that glutamate supplementation of DM had no effect on survival of 197 

 198 

Discovery of compounds resulting in GADe activity and GABAe export 199 

DMG was supplemented with different compounds or mixes of compounds and following the 200 

DMG was supplemented with different compounds or mixes of compounds and following the 201 



DMG was supplemented with different compounds or mixes of compounds and following the 202 

growth of L. monocytogenes 10403S, GADe activity was assessed through GABAe 203 

measurements to identify potential GAD activators (Fig. 1).  204 

None of the individual compounds or mixes of compounds tested resulted in major GADe 205 

activity, with the exception of an array of undefined mixes of amino acids and/or peptides such 206 

as casamino acids, tryptone and peptone. The supplementation of DMG with these mixes 207 

resulted in significant levels of GABAe (Fig. 1A). All these experiments were also performed 208 

under anoxic conditions (Fig. 1B) 209 

and similarly, 210 

under these conditions the presence of casamino acids, tryptone and peptone 211 

activated the GADe system. It seems that casamino acids resulted in higher levels of GABAe 212 

compared to other compounds tested. Under anoxic conditions, some 213 

levels of GABAe were observed in presence of lactic acid (Fig. 1B). 214 

 215 

Acid resistance of 10403S WT as a result of GAD system activation  216 

Strain 217 

10403S WT grown overnight in 6.8% peptone or tryptone or casamino acids was challenged 218 

10403S WT grown overnight in 6.8% peptone or tryptone or casamino acids was 219 

challenged with HCl at 2.4 pH. We settled doing experiments with one of the three 220 

concentrations used above (6.8mM) to allow comparisons between the different mixtures of 221 

compounds and because this concentration provided a clear difference with the negative 222 

control. In all cases, 10403S WT grown in DMG with peptone, tryptone and casamino acids 223 

was more resistant under acidic conditions compared to DMG alone (Fig. 2A).  224 

During acid challenge for 40 min, cells of 10403S WT in DMG supplemented with peptone 225 

were the most resistant while those in DMG with tryptone or casamino acids were more 226 



sensitive, but still more resistant than those in DMG alone. Interestingly, during the course of 227 

the experiment, inactivation rate of cells in DMG with peptone or DMG with tryptone increased 228 

while that of cells in DMG with casamino acids decreased, at 60 min the latter had higher 229 

numbers than those grown in peptone and tryptone (Fig. 2A). 230 

GABAe measurements were performed in the presence of 6.8% of each one of these mixtures 231 

in pH 4.2. In the presence of these compounds, GABAe levels increased (P<0.05, paired t-test) 232 

steadily within the 60 min of the experiment while no GABA was observed in DMG. Tryptone 233 

and peptone similarly resulted in the highest levels of GABAe reaching close to 10 mM after 234 

60 min whereas casamino acids resulted in intermediate levels of GABAe close to 4 mM (Fig. 235 

2B). As expected, the non-supplemented control did not produce GABAe in response to 236 

acidification. Furthermore, upon supplementation with these three mixes of compounds we 237 

also observed statistically significant (P<0.05, paired t-test) higher levels of GABAi production 238 

in comparison to the DMG control (Fig. 2C). 239 

 240 

The role of GAD genes in GADe and GADi activation and survival under acidic conditions 241 

Acid survival was assessed in DMG with supplementation of 3.6%, 6.8% and 10% peptone, 242 

Acid survival was assessed in DMG with supplementation of 3.6%, 6.8% and 10% peptone, 243 

Acid survival was assessed in DMG with supplementation of 3.6%, 6.8% and 10% peptone, 244 

Acid survival was assessed in DMG with supplementation of 3.6%, 6.8% and 245 

10% peptone, tryptone and casamino acids individually respectively. In the presence of 246 

peptone, WT and its three gad mutants showed increased resistance compared to DMG alone 247 

(Fig. 3A). WT, ΔgadD1 and ΔgadD3 had very similar increased levels of GABAe in presence 248 

of peptone (Fig. 3B). The ΔgadD2 was the most sensitive strain either in the presence or 249 

absence of peptone suggesting that GadD2 is the most important component of the GAD 250 



system for survival (Fig. 3A) and this coincides with no detectable levels of GABAe being 251 

found in the ΔgadD2 (Fig. 3B) either in presence or absence of peptone. 252 

In the presence of tryptone, WT and all its gad mutants showed similar increased resistance 253 

compared to those ones without tryptone (Fig. 4A). This coincides with increased levels of 254 

GABAe, however ΔgadD2 did not produce GABAe compared to other strains even in presence 255 

of tryptone (Fig. 4B). If we follow the trend, we find that ΔgadD2 with and without tryptone 256 

is the most sensitive during survival suggesting that GadD2 is important under acidic 257 

conditions. 258 

The ΔgadD2 was the most sensitive strain whereas WT, ΔgadD1, ΔgadD3 were the most 259 

resistant in the presence of casamino acids. Although the presence of casamino 260 

 261 

10403S WT gad gene transcription 262 

Overall transcription of all GAD decarboxylases was low at basal conditions in DMG with 263 

Overall 264 

transcription of all GAD decarboxylases was low at basal conditions in DMG with gadD3 265 

The presence of these mixtures resulted in gadD2 having the highest transcription levels, 266 

followed by gadD3 while gadD1 had the lowest transcription. Remarkably, the 267 

supplementation with these three mixtures did not result in a significant change in the 268 

transcription of gadD1 (Fig. 6A) and gadD3 (Fig. 6C) but only in that of gadD2. From all 269 

three mixtures, peptone had the strongest effect on gadD2 transcription followed by casamino 270 

acids and tryptone (Fig. 6B).  271 

 272 

 273 

DISCUSSION 274 

 275 



The GAD system plays an important role in L. monocytogenes under acidic conditions and it 276 

functions by converting extracellular glutamate to GABA, a reaction that removes protons from 277 

the intracellular milieu and helps to maintain pH homeostasis (Karatzas et al., 2010; O’Byrne 278 

and Karatzas 2008; Waterman and Small 2003). Although work has increased our knowledge 279 

on the function of the GAD system in this organism and other Gram-positive bacteria, the 280 

effects of environmental conditions and signals on its expression and function are still poorly 281 

understood. The only known environmental conditions known to result in increased 282 

transcription of the GAD system in this organism are growth in rich media under stationary 283 

phase (Cotter et al., 2001a; Cotter et al., 2001b; Penfound et al., 1999), anoxic 284 

conditions (Feehily et al., 2013; Jydegaard-Axelsen et al., 2004) and gastric fluid (Cotter et al., 285 

2001a). No other conditions are currently known to activate the system and even the first 286 

condition is vague as the specific compounds, other than glutamate, that lead to activation in 287 

the rich media are unknown.    288 

In our study, we used the chemically defined medium (Amezaga et al., 1995), which was 289 

previously shown to prevent functioning of the GADe system in this organism, even upon 290 

supplementation with glutamate under acidic conditions (Karatzas et al., 2010). This suggests 291 

that unknown compounds are essential for GAD activity in L. monocytogenes (Karatzas et al., 292 

2010) and we attempt to identify these compounds in this study. We used this DMG medium 293 

as a basis for our screening experiments since L. monocytogenes is unable to export GABA in 294 

this medium. Supplementation of this medium with various compounds could give an 295 

indication of which compounds are required for GAD system upregulation and/or function.   296 

Since we also planned to see which part of the GAD system is affected by the supplemented 297 

compound(s) we initially assessed if the removal of each one of the decarboxylases in 10403S 298 

had an effect on survival in DMG. No difference was observed (Fig. 1S) confirming that each 299 

of the GAD system components is completely inactive in this medium. Subsequently, a variety 300 



of different compounds was tested for their ability to activate the GAD system of L. 301 

monocytogenes. None of the individual compounds resulted in increased GAD activity 302 

however, supplementation of DMG while all three crude mixtures of aminoacids 303 

and/or peptides namely, tryptone, peptone and casamino acids resulted in significant GADe 304 

activity (Fig. 1A). As anoxic conditions have been shown to activate expression of 305 

the GAD system in rich media (Jydegaard-Axelsen et al., 2004) we repeated the above 306 

experiments under anoxic conditions. Similar results were obtained in oxic conditions 307 

however, levels of GABA looked higher (Fig. 1B). These mixes also activated 308 

the GADi system (Fig. 1C) and together with the increased GADe activity, the overall 309 

increased GAD activity resulted in increased acid resistance (Fig. 1A). It should be stated that 310 

this increased resistance might also be the result of other mechanisms however, most probably 311 

it is majorly the result of GAD system activation since this is the most dominant acid resistance 312 

mechanism.  313 

It could be suggested that the above observed GAD system activation and increased acid 314 

resistance is the result of osmotic effects. To clarify this, we could compare the osmotic 315 

pressure in DMG supplemented with 0.5 M NaCl with DMG supplemented with the amino 316 

acid and peptide mixes. However, it is difficult to accurately calculate the levels of osmotic 317 

pressure in the DMG supplemented with the amino acid and peptide mixes since they are crude 318 

and not defined. However, it is known from chemical analyses of these mixes that their average 319 

molecular weight is above 250 Daltons (>250 g/mol). Based on this value a 2, 3.6, 6.8 and 10% 320 

solution is equivalent to 0.08, 0.14, 0.27, 0.40 M respectively. Therefore, since 0.5 M NaCl has 321 

absolutely no effect on GABA export and given that the molarity of all these mixtures is 322 

significantly lower than 0.5 M, we could conclude that the effects observed were not related to 323 

osmotic pressure.     324 



      Interestingly, all three activators identified here were crude mixtures of amino acids and 325 

peptides. Casamino acids are a mixture of free amino acids and some very small peptides 326 

resulting from the acid hydrolysis of casein (Mueller and Johnson, 1941) whereas tryptone is 327 

an assortment of peptides formed by the digestion of casein by the protease trypsin (Fraser and 328 

Powell, 1950). Peptone is derived from animal milk or meat digested by proteolysis. It contains 329 

peptides, salts, vitamins and many other biological compounds (Payne, 1976). Peptone and 330 

tryptone are rich in tryptophan whereas casamino acids lack tryptophan because of acid 331 

treatment during casein hydrolysis.  332 

As seen in Fig. 2B and by comparing the overall effect shown in Fig. 3B, 4B and 5B, 333 

supplementation with peptone and tryptone resulted in similarly high levels of GADe activity. 334 

Furthermore, the effect of casamino acids on GADe activity seemed to be weaker compared to 335 

the effect of the above compounds (Fig. 2B) although the effect on GABAi was similar to 336 

tryptone and peptone (Fig. 2C). We speculate that some higher peptides contained in these 337 

compounds but not in casamino acids might be activating the GADe system. However, it 338 

should be stated that under anoxic conditions casamino acids seem to have a higher 339 

effect on GADe activity than the other two compounds (Fig. 1). Although supplementation of 340 

DMG with these compounds increases GABAe, GABAi levels and acid resistance, the overall 341 

GABAe levels achieved by each of these mixes of compounds did not completely correspond 342 

to the acid resistance. For example, although supplementation with peptone and tryptone 343 

resulted in similar GABAe levels (Fig. 2B), peptone conferred a higher acid resistance than 344 

tryptone (Fig. 2A). Furthermore, although supplementation with casamino acids provided a 345 

much weaker GADe activity compared to tryptone and peptone (Fig. 2B), it conferred the 346 

highest acid resistance (Fig. 2A). As stated before, other acid resistance and survival 347 

mechanisms might be affected by the supplementation by these compounds. However, it should 348 

be noted that the general trend in GADe activity corresponded with the trends in survival. It 349 



could be seen that upon supplementation with casamino acids, deployment of both GADe and 350 

acid resistance was delayed as both curves seem to have an upward trend during the course of 351 

the experiment (Fig. 2A, B). In contrast, supplementation with tryptone and peptone resulted 352 

in a rapid deployment of GADe (~70% of GABAe is produced within the first 20 min) which 353 

corresponded well with a higher acid resistance in the initial stages (Fig. 2A, B). As the 354 

experiment progressed, GADe activity of cultures supplemented with tryptone or peptone 355 

seemed to reduce, which correlated well with a reduction in acid resistance at later stages (Fig. 356 

2A, B). The above suggests that the time of the GADe deployment is critical for survival.  357 

Furthermore, it should be stated that acid survival at 60 min (Fig.3A) correlated well with the 358 

GABAi levels (Fig. 2C), with casamino acids having the highest effect followed by peptone 359 

and tryptone. However, GABAi levels are not only the result of GADi activity but are also 360 

affected by GABA catabolism through the GABA shunt (Feehily et al.,2013). It should be 361 

stated though that, high levels of GABAi are possibly associated with higher GADi activity as 362 

GABA catabolism might not be affected significantly, but this is an area that requires further 363 

work. Overall it could be said that peptone and tryptone resulted in higher GADe activity, while 364 

casamino acids most probably resulted in higher GADi activity. 365 

Similarly, in previous work casamino acids enhanced prolonged survival of Streptococcus 366 

lactis by supplying amino acids and minimizing break down of essential components needed 367 

for survival (Thomas and Batt, 1968). However, we are not aware if this strain possessed a 368 

GAD system. Another study showed that various E. coli strains and several other bacteria had 369 

less acidic shock in Tryptone Soy Broth when supplemented with casamino acids, however 370 

there was decreased survival in presence of glutamate alone (Park and Diez-Gonzalez, 2004). 371 

These authors have suggested that additional amino acids might enhance the glutamate-372 

dependent acid resistance, which agrees with what we demonstrate here. Recent work has also 373 

demonstrated that the presence of amino acids enhanced the ability of L. monocytogenes to 374 



grow under mild acidic conditions although no explanation was offered for this (Muchaamba 375 

et al.,  2019).    376 

Furthermore, we investigated the effect of 6.8% tryptone 3.6% peptone and 10% casamino 377 

acids on strains carrying deletions of the GAD decarboxylase genes. We used different 378 

concentrations of these compounds in order to obtain measurable levels of inactivation during 379 

these survival experiments. The results showed that the ∆gadD2 was the most sensitive either 380 

in the presence or absence of peptone or tryptone (Fig. 3A, 4A). Similarly, in presence of 381 

casamino acids ∆gadD2 was the most sensitive (Fig. 5A). Even in presence of either of those 382 

compounds ∆gadD2 exported less GABAe than the other mutants and the WT (Fig. 3B, 4B, 383 

5B). The results suggest that GadD2 is the GAD component most affected by 384 

supplementation. This is expected as GadD2 is the main component of the GADe system that 385 

is responsible for GABA export (Cotter et al., 2001a; Cotter et al., 2005) and and highly 386 

important for survival under acidic conditions (Cotter et al., 2001a). WT, ∆gadD1 387 

and ∆gadD2 were able to export GABAe in the presence of peptone, tryptone, or casamino 388 

acids which also suggests that these compounds might activate the GAD system. This might 389 

be the reason for the ability of the strains to export GABAe.  390 

Subsequently, to identify how these compounds activate the GAD system, we performed RT-391 

qPCR to quantify the transcription of gadD1, gadD2 and gadD3 that encode the three different 392 

decarboxylases of the GAD system. We looked at transcription during stationary phase as it is 393 

well-known that the GAD system is mainly expressed at this stage of growth. Furthermore, we 394 

have shown previously that L. monocytogenes does not respond to acidic conditions by 395 

significant increase in the transcription of the GAD system genes gadD1, gadD2 and gadD3 396 

(Karatzas et al., 2010; Karatzas et al., 2012). It seems that the GAD system needs to be 397 

deployed prior to acidification and therefore we just assessed transcription at stationary phase 398 

and not following an acid drop. Furthermore, we did not quantify the transcription of 399 



antiporters gadT1 or gadT2 as it has been previously confirmed that they follow the 400 

transcription of their corresponding GAD decarboxylases (gadD1 and gadD2) with which they 401 

belong to the same operon (Karatzas et al., 2012). 402 

Previously it has been shown that GadD2 is the most important part of the GAD system under 403 

acidic stress (Cotter et al., 2001a; Cotter et al., 2005). In 10403S WT (Fig. 6B) peptone had 404 

the strongest effect on gadD2 transcription followed by casamino acids and tryptone (Fig. 405 

6B). Although previously GadD3 was identified as a part of the GADi system, it did not seem 406 

to be upregulated by any of the compounds used here and it did not seem to affect survival in 407 

any of the experiments. It might be possible that GadD3 plays a role under different conditions 408 

or activated by other environmental conditions.  409 

Up to now there is no previous work showing environmental conditions or signals that affect 410 

expression of the GAD system in L. monocytogenes and most other microorganisms with the 411 

exception of E. coli. Our research contributes to our understanding of the activation of the GAD 412 

system and the acid resistance in this organism. We show that casamino acids, peptone and 413 

tryptone are major GAD system activators resulting in upregulation of the transcription of 414 

gadD2, which is the most important component of the GAD system. This research would be 415 

important to scientists working on the acid resistance of L. monocytogenes and other organisms. 416 

It can also help us predict the behaviour of L. monocytogenes in acidic foods and contribute in 417 

the development of strategies to manipulate the acid resistance of L. monocytogenes and 418 

possibly other pathogens by restricting the availability of these activators. This could lead to 419 

the elimination of these pathogens from food and therefore contribute in the reduction of 420 

foodborne infections.  421 
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TABLES 535 

 536 

Table 1. Strains used in this study 537 

Strain Description Nature of mutation Source reference 

10403S Serotype 1⁄2a, wild type   (Karatzas et al.,2010)  

ΔgadD1 10403S isogenic gadD1 mutant In-frame deletion (Feehily et al., 2014)  

ΔgadD2 10403S isogenic gadD2 mutant In-frame deletion  (Feehily et al., 2014)  

ΔgadD3 10403S isogenic gadD3 mutant In-frame deletion (Feehily et al., 2014)  

 538 

 539 

LEGEND TO FIGURES 540 

 541 

Fig. 1. Survival after acid challenge stationary phase cultures of 10403S WT and its isogenic 542 

gad mutants in DMG. Cultures were grown at 37oC with shaking until stationary phase in DMG 543 



Fig. 1. Cells of 10403S WT grown until stationary phase in DMG in the presence of 0.5 mg/ml 544 

of sodium chloride, 0.5 mg/ml maleic acid, 0.5 mg/ml succinic acid, 0.5 mg/ml acetic acid, 0.5 545 

mg/ml lactic acid, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 5% oxgall, 5% bile salts, 2%, 10% casamino 546 

acids (CA), 3.6% peptone and 6.8% tryptone. Following growth, the pH was adjusted to pH 4 547 

the extracellular GABA (GABAe) was measured under (A) oxic and (B) 548 

anoxic conditions in DMG. Bars represent an average of measurements 549 

performed in triplicate, and error bars represent the standard deviation.  D.L. denotes the 550 

detecion limit of the GABase method. 551 

 552 

Fig. 2.  (A) Cells of 10403S WT grown under oxic conditions in DMG alone (grey 553 

circles) or in DMG with 6.8% tryptone (grey diamonds), peptone (black squares), casamino 554 

acids (C.A.; black triangles) grown under oxic conditions until stationary phase 555 

(~24 h). Subsequently, cultures were acid challenged at pH 2.4 with the addition of 1M HCl. 556 

Monitoring GABAe (B) was conducted for 0, 20, 40 and 60 min and GABAi (C) for 60 min. 557 

GABAe and GABAi were assessed following adjustment of the pH of overnight cultures of 558 

10403S WT at pH 4.2 grown until stationary phase in DMG and DMG with 6.8% tryptone, 559 

peptone and casamino acids (C.A.). Markers represent an average of measurements performed 560 

in triplicate, and error bars represent the standard deviation. D.L denotes detection limit. 561 

Asterisk represents statistical significant difference with the control cultures grown in DMG 562 

(P<0.05).  563 

 564 

Fig. 3. (A) Cells of 10403S WT (white boxes) and its gad mutants ∆gadD1 (white triangles), 565 

∆gadD2 (white circles) and ∆gadD3 (white diamonds) grown in DMG alone or in DMG with 566 

3.6% peptone, with WT (black boxes) and its gad mutants ∆gadD1 (black triangles), ∆gadD2 567 

(black circles) and ∆gadD3 (black diamonds) grown under oxic conditions until 568 



stationary phase (~24 h). Subsequently, cultures were acid challenged at pH 2.5 with the 569 

addition of 1M HCl. Monitoring of GABAe (B) was conducted for 0, 20, 40 and 60 min and 570 

were assessed following adjustment of the pH of overnight cultures of 10403S WT and its gad 571 

mutants at pH 4.2 grown until stationary phase in DMG and in DMG with 3.6% peptone. 572 

Markers represent an average of measurements performed in triplicate, and error bars represent 573 

the standard deviation. D.L denotes detection limit. 574 

 575 

Fig. 4. (A) Cells of 10403S WT (white boxes) and its gad mutants ∆gadD1 (white triangles), 576 

∆gadD2 (white circles) and ∆gadD3 (white diamonds) grown in DMG alone or in DMG with 577 

6.8% tryptone, with WT (black boxes) and its gad mutants ∆gadD1 (black triangles), ∆gadD2 578 

(black circles) and ∆gadD3 (black diamonds) grown under oxic conditions until 579 

stationary phase (~24 h). Subsequently, cultures were acid challenged at pH 2.5 with the 580 

addition of 1M HCl. Monitoring of GABAe (B) was conducted for 0, 20, 40 and 60 min and 581 

were assessed following adjustment of the pH of overnight cultures of 10403S WT and its gad 582 

mutants at pH 4.2 grown until stationary phase in DMG and in DMG with 6.8% tryptone. 583 

Markers represent an average of measurements performed in triplicate, and error bars represent 584 

the standard deviation. D.L denotes detection limit. 585 

 586 

Fig. 5. (A) Cells of 10403S WT (white boxes) and its gad mutants ∆gadD1 (white triangles), 587 

∆gadD2 (white circles) and ∆gadD3 (white diamonds) grown in DMG alone or in DMG with 588 

10% casamino acids (C.A.), with WT (black boxes) and its gad mutants ∆gadD1 (black 589 

triangles), ∆gadD2 (black circles) and ∆gadD3 (black diamonds) grown under oxic conditions 590 

until stationary phase (~24 h). Subsequently, cultures were acid challenged at pH 591 

2.5 with the addition of 1M HCl. Monitoring of GABAe (B) was conducted for 0, 20, 40 and 592 

60 min and were assessed following adjustment of the pH of overnight cultures of 10403S WT 593 



and its gad mutants at pH 4.2 grown until stationary phase in DMG and in DMG with 10% 594 

casaminoacids (C.A.). Markers represent an average of measurements performed in triplicate, 595 

and error bars represent the standard deviation. D.L denotes detection limit. 596 

 597 

Fig. 6.  Real-time PCR determination of transcription of gadD1, gadD2 and gadD3.  Relative 598 

expression of each gene was calculated by comparing expression relative to that of 16S rRNA 599 

in 10403S WT cultures grown overnight until stationary phase in DMG or DMG supplemented 600 

with 6.8% tryptone, peptone or casamino acids (C.A.). 601 

Markers represent an average of measurements performed in triplicate, and error bars represent 602 

Markers represent an average of measurements performed in triplicate, and error bars represent 603 

Markers represent an average of 604 

measurements performed in triplicate, and error bars represent standard deviations. Asterisks 605 

represent statistically significant difference in the expression of each gene in the supplemented 606 

media compared to that in DMG (P<0.05). Numbers above the bars indicate fold difference of 607 

the relative expression for each gene in DMG supplemented with either tryptone, peptone or 608 

casaminoacids (C.A.) compared to its expression in DMG without supplementation.  609 
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Supplementary data 612 

LEGEND TO FIGURES 613 

 614 

Fig. 1. Survival after acid challenge stationary phase cultures of 10403S WT and its isogenic 615 

gad mutants in DMG. Cultures were grown at 37oC with shaking until stationary phase in DMG 616 

and subsequently, the medium was adjusted to pH 2.4 with the addition of HCl and survival 617 

was assessed after 60 min through preparation of decimal dilutions and plating. Error bars 618 



represent standard deviation from triplicate observations.  619 
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